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TUTORIAL
This tutorial explains how to sew a removable collar.

French Sewing Patterns for Kids
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2 Sew the collarless version of Louise. If you want the collar 
to be tighter at the neck, then lengthen the ➀ and ➂ pieces at 
the neckline by ¼" (0,7cm).  

3 Draw two lines between the ➅B collar markings, on the 
right side and on the wrong side, with an erasable pen.

4 Hem the collar on all four sides. 

1 When cutting the fabric, lengthen one of the two ➅A 
collar stand pieces by ½" (1,5cm). Do not forget to mark the ➅B 
collar notches. 

5 Stitch two gathering lines between the marker-lines 
made with the erasable pen.

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS
https://ikatee.com/pages/louise-sewing-pattern-video-tutorial

A. CUT OUT THE PIECES

B. SEW THE BLOUSE

C. PREPARE THE COLLAR 

6 Take the ➅A collar stand that you have lengthened: it 
will be the inner collar stand. Overstitch the bottom of the collar 
stand (or make a narrow hem).

D. PREPARE THE COLLAR STANDS PIECES 

right side

wrong side
Caption: 

gathering lines on 
the wrong side

gathering lines on 
the right side
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8 Take the second ➅A collar stand (which has not been 
extended): this will be the outer collar stand. Iron a ¼" (0,7cm)
fold on the wrong side on the top as well as the bottom of the 
piece. 

9 In order to evenly distribute the gathers, place pins on the 
inner ➅A collar stand and the ➅B collar, dividing these pieces 
into four parts. To do this, start by placing two pins on the ➅A 
collar stand, ½" (1cm) from the edge. 

7 Iron a ¼" (0,7cm) fold on the wrong side on the top of the 
➅B collar.

10 Then divide the remaining space into four parts: place a 
pin in the middle, then subdivide the space on both side. 

E.  PREPARE COLLAR'S GATHERS 

11 As for the collar, divide directly into four parts without 
leaving any margin on the sides.

F. ASSEMBLE

12 Place the right side of the inner ➅A collar stand (the 
extended one) with the wrong side of the ➅B collar, aligning 
the pre-folded edges of the ➅A collar stand with the top 
marker-line of the ➅B collar. To do this, start by aligning the 
two center needles, then align the following ones. Be careful 
to leave the ½" (1cm) margin on both sides of the collar stand.  
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13 Pull up the gathering threads so that the length of the 
collar stand matches the length of the collar. 

14 Hold in place with a basting thread along the fold of the 
➅A collar stand.

15 Place the second ➅A collar stand (the outer one, not 
extended) right sides together with the ➅B collar. The fold line 
of the ➅A collar stand aligns with the top marker-line of the 
➅B collar, the two collar stand pieces overlap and the collar is 
caught between the two collar stand pieces.

16 Stitch the three layers along this line. 

17 Stitch the ends of the two ➅A collar stand pieces 
together and trim off the corners. 

18 Turn both collar stand pieces right side out, tuck the iron 
formed fold over the outer ➅A collar stand. The inner collar 
stand is not folded in. Stitch all the layers close to the edge.

19 Finally, sew by hand snaps at regular intervals: the female 
snaps on the wrong side of the neckline of the blouse, the male 
snaps on the wrong side of the extended part of the collar.


